Peripheral laser iridoplasty opens angle in plateau iris by thinning the cross-sectional tissues
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Abstract: Plateau iris syndrome has been described as persistent angle narrowing or occlusion with intraocular pressure elevation after peripheral iridotomy due to the abnormal plateau iris configuration. Argon laser peripheral iridoplasty (ALPI) is an effective adjunct procedure to treat plateau iris syndrome. Classic theory suggests that the laser causes the contraction of the far peripheral iris stroma, “pulls” the iris away from the angle, and relieves the iris-angle apposition. We report a case of plateau iris syndrome that was successfully treated with ALPI. Spectral domain optical coherence tomography confirmed the angle was open at areas with laser treatment but remained appositionally closed at untreated areas. Further analysis suggested significant cross-sectional thinning of the iris at laser-treated areas in comparison with untreated areas. The findings indicate that ALPI opens the angle, not only by contracting the iris stroma, but also by thinning the iris tissue at the crowded angle. This is consistent with the ALPI technique to aim at the iris as far peripheral as possible. This case also suggests that spectral domain optical coherence tomography is a useful adjunct imaging tool to gonioscopy in assessing the angle condition.
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Introduction
Plateau iris syndrome is a unique subtype of angle closure glaucoma. It is commonly caused by anteriorly positioned ciliary processes that push the peripheral iris forward, resulting in angle closure. The diagnosis is always based on gonioscopic findings. Argon laser peripheral iridoplasty (ALPI) has been suggested to be useful in treating this condition by “stretching” the peripheral iris. High resolution anterior segment spectral domain optical coherence tomography (SD-OCT) is a very useful technology that can detect subtle structural changes in the iris and anterior chamber angles. The purpose of this study is to evaluate the mechanism of ALPI in treating plateau iris by anterior segment SD-OCT.

Case report
A 28-year-old Caucasian woman with a history of narrow angles in both eyes, who had bilateral laser peripheral iridiotomies one year ago, presented with acute angle closure. Her presenting intraocular pressure was 26 mmHg right eye and 31 mmHg left eye. Gonioscopic exam revealed appositionally closed angles, with steeply elevated far peripheral iris configuration and double hump signs by indentation. High-frequency ultrasound biomicroscopy confirmed the anterior location of the ciliary...
processes with incidental findings of one iris cyst in each eye. ALPI was performed in both eyes. Postlaser intraocular pressure was reduced to 10 mmHg right eye and 12 mmHg left eye. Anterior segment SD-OCT images were taken at 3, 6, 9, and 12 o’clock of the angle of each eye before and after laser iridoplasty. The anterior segment SD-OCT demonstrated closed angles, even with patent iridotomies. Gonioscopic exam after ALPI revealed angles were open to scleral spur in the areas of iridoplasty but remained appositionally closed in the untreated areas. The anterior segment SD-OCT taken one month after ALPI detected focal iris thinning in the areas which underwent laser treatment (Figure 1). Iris cross-sectional thickness was 278 µm on average in the iridoplasty-treated areas compared with 315 µm in the closed, untreated areas (Figure 2). (Student’s t-test, P < 0.001).

Discussion
Anterior segment imaging is a useful adjunct tool to gonioscopy for the evaluation of angles.2,5–8 SD-OCT is a noncontact imaging test that is relatively easy to perform. It provides high resolution images of iris contour and angle configurations when properly performed. Compared to the widely used time-domain OCT, SD-OCT can better reveal details of angle structures such as Schlemm’s canal.5 In our patient, SD-OCT clearly showed the change of angles before and after laser peripheral iridoplasty, which was consistent with gonioscopic findings. It can serve as a convenient adjunct tool in addition to the gonioscopy in the diagnosis and follow-up treatment for plateau iris syndrome. Because both mydriasis and miosis can affect iris shape, volume, cross-sectional thickness and alter the measurements,9–12 it is important to obtain images with the same pupillary dilation status. All our images, before and after ALPI, were taken under the same lighting conditions with pupils undilated. Though plateau iris with ALPI imaging was demonstrated previously with time-domain OCT,13,14 this is the first report that attempts to illustrate the mechanism of ALPI in treating plateau iris syndrome by using SD-OCT.

The traditional theory of ALPI in treating plateau iris is that the laser causes iris tissue shrinking, which stretches peripheral iris tissue away from the anterior chamber angle.3,4 The angle OCT in this patient clearly showed that the “ thinning” effect on the peripheral iris tissue also plays an important role to open the angle. This finding can also explain why the ALPI always works best when the laser spots are placed as peripherally as possible.
Conclusion
Plateau iris is a unique subtype of angle closure glaucoma. It is commonly caused by anteriorly positioned ciliary processes that push the peripheral iris forward, resulting in angle closure. Anterior segment SD-OCT demonstrates iris cross-sectional thinning as the mechanism responsible for opening the angle in plateau iris angle closure treated by laser iridoplasty.
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